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This Wednesday Sandbox gathering we learn about sex as a celebration with Tantra teacher Om Rupani from
NYC. The word 'Celebration' to me epitomizes human abundance. It is a state marked by lavishness, sharing
and joy. Our celebrations hallmark what we cherish, what we want to preserve and nourish in our lives, in
our relationships and in our culture.
So what does it take to make our sex into a celebration?
Come explore the possibilities!
This evening will start of with a few ideas and discussions and exercises to explore the notion. Where it
ends up will depend partly on you the participants. Come play!---as much as you want, from any position
that you want. It's all perfect.
Om is a photographer and a sex educator. He shoots fashion and portraits of beautiful women by day and
teaches people how to have better sex by night. He was born and raised in the great city of Bombay/Mumai.
Like many other sensible Indian lads he started his career in the direction of engineering and medicine, but
then the Muse called and that was that.
He has been with the same fabulous woman for 21 years. He started studying sexuality and relationships
some years back mainly to make his own life better and sweeter and more vibrant. Along the way that
student heard the call to teach and share and hold space for others.
He was the director of the NY branch of OneTaste Urban Retreat Center for over a year and taught all their
courses on sexuality, communication, and Orgasmic Meditation. He has studied Tantra with various
wonderful teachers. His two biggest philosophical/spiritual influences are Osho and Eckhart Tolle.
His teaching style combines psychological insight with hands-on sensual practices. His goal for his students
is to help them become Masterful at Giving and Masterful at Receiving---and face and play with all the
monsters they encounter along the way.
For more on his teachings visit: www.OmRupani.org
To see his photography visit: www.OmRupani.com
The workshop begins after dinner at 8pm. I invite you to join us, though as always what ever choice you
make you will be honored in.

